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Issue No #1

Gossip With
Goykie
Turns out, there’s a
ton of things you don’t
know about Manly.
So we interviewed our
best, to spill the beans
about Manly’s hottest
rumors.
Mr. Goykovic (but to
protect his identity we’ll
call him Goykie), has
cleared up the unknown mystery about
the weird noises at
night in the TAS Block
and the truth about
some funny (and savage) breakups.
Full Story on Pg.3

In This Issue Sink
Gossip With
Goyko
Swimming Stars
Dive into Zone
Carnival
Canteen Vs Camp
Food
Sink or Swim
And Many More!

Or Swim?

This week in Monday’s with Manly we investigated the auditions for Manly’s ‘The Little
Mermaid Musical’. Auditions start on Monday 5th, Week 6. This year the musical will
be held between June 26 - June 30 (dress
rehearsal is June 25) according to School
calendar. We have scored 2 exclusive interviews, River Fitzgerald (Year 7) being the
first. Lets see how they went!

FULL STORY ON PG. 2
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Shocking Scene
Under School!

By Joel, Luke, Sam and
Aiden

Last week we uncovered that
there was a hidden nuclear wasteland under Manly Campus! Rats
and cockroaches have been seen
down in the “dumping ground”
carrying deadly diseases. Teachers
have had to wear hazmat suits
while entering the area because
of all the radioactive waves, rats
and cockroaches. The rats have
been a big problem at this school
with them chewing through cables
and coming up from their “holes”
to eat some leftover lunch! The
builders have been complaining
about the rats and cockroaches
causing havoc in their machines
and stealing their food! The school
has tried many different ways to
clean up this infested dump under
our school. In one attempt, Ms
Spessot bravely ventured into
the darkness to chop the filthy
animals up with a machete and
shoot them with a BB gun, as
she has some experience in that
area of expertise. But even that
couldn’t kill them! Some peoples
conspiracy theories are that the
radioactive waves mutated them
into indestructible beasts that are
plotting to take over the school.
We interviewed an anonymous
teacher, about the radioactive
waves coming from underneath
the school. They said that there is
nothing down there and that it is
not nuclear! They said that there
was only electrical equipment but
we believe that they are trying to
hide something! Although we may
never know what is down there, a
lot of people back our belief about
the nuclear wasteland under our
school.

Sink or Swim

By Gemma, Jakson, Mel and Nick
This week in Monday’s with Manly
we investigated the auditions for
Manly’s ‘The Little Mermaid Musical’. Auditions start on Monday 5th,
Week 6. This year the musical will
be held between June 26 - June 30
(dress rehearsal is June 25) according to School calendar. We have
scored 2 exclusive interviews, River
Fitzgerald (Year 7) being the first.
Lets see how they went!
Interviewer: “What role are you going to audition for?”
River: “I’m auditioning for Flounder and Sebastian. Honestly I don’t
mind which role I get.”
I: “Why are you auditioning?”
R: “In Year 6 I was the main role for
our school musical called ‘Seusical
the Musical’. I really enjoyed it so I
want participate again this year.”
I: “Are you nervous or excited?”
R: “Even though I am auditioning
alone, I’m excited to work together
with other people in the musical.”
A special thanks to River for this
amazing interview.
Our second exclusive interview
with Ms Woodward, in the HSIE
Staffroom, provided some useful
inside information as well. Let’s see
how she’s feeling about the ‘The
Little Mermaid Musical’!
Interviewer:“How are you feeling
about this years musical?.”

Ms Woodward: “I am excited, very
excited. Auditions are going to be
pretty intense this year as there
are so many people auditioning. So
it will be a bit easier once we have
those out of the way. Even though
there is a lot of work to do I am very
excited to work with the cast!”
Interviewer:“Who are you bringing
in to direct this years musical?”
Ms Woodward:“Actually this year I
am directing the musical!”
Interviewer: “Which role do you
think will be the most intense to
cast?”
Ms Woodward: “Well, Ariel is the
main role and there are loads of
people auditioning for that role,
which is really cool, but because of
this its going to make it very tricky to
cast. There are loads of other roles
which are for younger students all
the way up to Year 12’s.”
Interviewer: “Who is making the
costumes this year?”
Ms Woodward: “We have a wonderful group of parent volunteers,
who are absolutely amazing!”
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Swimming
Stars Dive Into
Carnival

By Joel, Luke, Sam and
Aiden

The MSC swimming carnival was
a huge success. With everyone
having a good time competing,
swimming, eating or just hanging
out with friends, it was a great
day for everyone.This year’s
swimming carnival was situated
at Andrew Boy Charlton Swim
Centre and it was held on Friday
the 9th of February from 10:00
to 2:30.
Aidan Hogan, a year seven student at MSC not only managed
to make it to the zone carnival,
but also was good enough to
come first overall in the 13s
boys competition. He said that
he was “pumped to experience
this feat that i’ve never had the
chance to experience before”.
In the school carnival, Aidan
competed in 50m freestyle, 50m
breaststroke, 50m backstroke,
50m butterfly, 100m freestyle
and also the 4x50m relay for his
house, Hunter.
He made it to zone for 50m
freestyle, 50m breaststroke and
4x50m relay. He along with his
fellow students will/have go to
zone on the 8th of March. This
carnival is at the Warringah
Aquatic Centre. For many of
these students including Aidan,
it will has been their first time in
the zone carnival.
Aidan Hogan has kept his training
routine every Thursday for one
and a half hours. This extensive
training has helped him reach his
potential as a young swimmer.
With this training it has turned
him from a good swimmer to an
incredible one.
When the 8th of March comes
round again, lets share the
Manly spirit with the public and
support Aidan and our other
peers in the zone carnival and
let’s show the world our Manly
pride.

Gossip With Goykie
By Noah, Brandon, Ellie and Kaia
Turns out, there’s a ton of
things you don’t know about
Manly. So we interviewed our
best, to spill the beans about
Manly’s hottest rumors.
Mr. Goykovic (but to protect his identity we’ll call
him Goykie), has cleared up
the unknown mystery about
the weird noises at night in
the TAS Block and the truth
about some funny (and savage) breakups.Goykie started
by admitting to weird noises
at the TAS Staffroom. He said
he was hearing some creepy
sounds coming from the
room at night. To this, Noah
said,’’Like teachers being nice?
Goykie admitted to being
savagely roasted.Next, Goykie
told the full story about the
English-TAS Teacher scandal.
Many years ago, a teacher in
the TAS Staffroom was having
a secret, treacherous affair
with a teacher in the English

Staffroom. Fortunately, this
story had a happy ending, and
they ended up married.
When asked if he knew any
funny breakups, Mr Goykovic
stated “No breakups are funny - they are heart wrenching”
suggesting that he may have
been through one. He then
quickly changed the subject,
sharing secrets about the
world’s most rejected guy,
Manly’s very own. This guy
would ask a girl out, and be accepted. So far, so good, right?
But here comes the funny part.
The guy, after a maximum of
2 days, would be dumped by
the girl, who would use the
classic line of ‘’I just want to be
friends’’. This guy had earned
the nickname Friendzone for
this happened to him by over
10 girls. Well That’s all folks!
If you know anymore spicy
rumours, then get back to us
with them. Continued on Pg. 4
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Startling
SRC’s
By Gemma, Jackson,
Mel, Nick

SRC Elections are soon to be
coming up! Let’s take a step
inside the elections and see
how our friends and classmates feel about the School
Representative Council.
Our interviewed classmates
wish to be unnamed, we will
respect their wishes in our
interview;

Gossip With Goykie
(Savage Break-ups)

In our interviews with two
Year 7 classmates we got
different views on the SRC
elections. Both classmates are
trying out for the SRC in 2018.

So that’s all Goykie had on breakups, but while we’re on the topic,
we’d like to introduce the top 5
most commonly used dump lines.
If you have used one of these, you
need to get a life.

In our first interview our anonymous classmate was quite
confident about her SRC ambitions. She quote on quote
“Felt good! ” And was most
looking forward to helping the
school and planning events.
She feels like she can “Help
contribute to our school”

At 5, a new one, “YOU CHEATED ON At 2, a previous number 1, “I’M
ME!”
NOT ALLOWED TO HAVE A BOYThis one, unfortunately, has been FRIEND TILL I’M 18 AS MUM
used way too much. Top love advice WANTS ME TO GET GOOD
hint: If you have cheated on your MARKS………”
bae, they probably won't like you This is followed by the other person
anymore. This line is usually deliv- glad you dumped them, and they
ered screamed, and ends 9 times can’t believe they went out with
out of 10 with a fight and a few
such a nerd.
injuries.
At Number 1, the most commonly
At 4, down 1, “I JUST WANT TO BE used breakup line is……….
FRIENDS :-( ”
“IT'S NOT YOU, IT’S ME…”
This one is normally delivered
This line is the ultimate breakup
by text, and is followed by a broline. This is a line that makes you
ken-heart emoji by the other per- seem like you care when you really
son. Studies have shown though,
don’t. The line, at its ultimate peak,
when people have used that line, means You were great, I liked you,
the have not talked to each other but now I like your friends.
again.
So that's all the breakup news. Tell
us what you think, and if u had to
At 3, up 2 positions, “I DON’T
use one of them! Tell us what hapTHINK I’M READY FOR A RELATION- pened, were interested in all.
SHIP...”
The true meaning of this line is, ‘’I

In our second and final interview our anonymous classmate felt less confident than
our first. In our conversation
with them they stated;
“I want to say that I want to
help build our school community!”. She also said that she
has never had an opportunity
like being in the SRC before.
Remember to apply for the
SRC before it closes!

regret accepting you as a relationship, I don’t like you as much as I
thought I did. But luckily, statistics
show if you use this line you have
a better chance of maintaining a
healthy friendship with this person.
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VS
Invitation to all Manly
Campus Families and
Friends

Friday 23 March, 7-9pm
Freshwater Campus
Gym

Canteen Vs Camp
Food
By Oscar Richard, Alisha, Genna

Previously, year 7 went on an
action-packed camp to Mangrove
Mountain which was filled with
thrilling activities and no nights of
sleep. Amongst all of this endless
Gold coin donation entry all proceeeds go to the band amounts of fun there is of course
the controversy of camp food.
program
Which do you think is better camp
or canteen food? Is the camp food
disastrous or delicious? Our very
own professional MSC interviewers
decided to solve this mystery once
and for all.
The activities were amazing but
when it came to meals our spirits
diminished immensely. For lunch
on our first day, we were given
hamburgers, but a unanimous
vote declared that the meat patties were completely processed
and the yellow circle of chicken
was not what they called “chicken.” The breakfast was absolutely
horrible, and there was processed
cheese and fake meat” accurately
described a student in year 7, the
students went through living hell.
For dinner on the second day we
were given chicken thigh with peas,
More on MSC website
baked potato, carrots and corn.
http://www.nbscmanlys-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
Though this might seem delicious it
was not. The majority of the whole

meal was peas. Many kids greatly
disliked the food and it did not help
that the teachers were treated with
delicious several course meals with
fine dining.
On the other hand, at the canteen
you can grab a quick, delicious
lunch if you can’t make your own or
a snack if you’re hungry. The canteen sells more popular lunch items
such as satay sticks, nachos and BLT.
And popular snacks such as spring
rolls and zooper doopers.
When we asked a canteen volunteer, they said that their food would
definitely be better. We asked students, and found that the majority
agreed.
Not to mention the fact the canteen sells food for a very affordable
price. We believe that when it
comes to food we should leave it to
the canteen. No one can argue that
camp was a very enjoyable experience and definitely worth the many
disadvantages that came with it.
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Jokes and
Gags!
Two Students are
talking,
One says to the other:
“Hey the teacher said
the exam will go on if it’s
rain or shine!”
The other, demotivated
one shakes his head and
asks: “What makes that
so good?”
“It’s snowing.”

Friendzoned??
By Noah, Brandon, Ellie and Kaia
As we near Carnation day at Manly,
there’s a growing throng of excitement in the air, with kids from
across all year levels buzzing with
anticipation. Though Carnation day
is a ‘day of friendship’, there’s no
way anyone wants to be the kid that
gets no fuzzies. There’s sure to be
some romance in the air on the day.
But the question is; is anyone thinking about you?

Teacher: “Where is your
homework today?”
Student: “I lost it fighting
someone who said you
In Love?
weren’t the best teacher We all know Manly is known for the
roses and romance. And we also
in school.”
know keeping a relationship going is
Teacher: “...”
Why can’t Bikes stand on
their own?
Because their always
‘two tired’!

tough. So, we decided to interview
some of our best, for the best tips
and tricks of the trade, to tell you
how to get sparks flying; and how to
keep them!. The first tip, Make time
for them and compromise; try to go
out once a fortnight
Got a Long distance relationship?
Keep your contact, either through

Why are newspapers like
texting or face to face meetings
toothbrushes?
Friendzoned?
Because everybody
We wouldn’t want any of our readshould have on of their
ers admitting their love to someone,
own, and not borrow
only to get an awkward stare as a
their neighbours’!
response. Though you may have
What is the witch’s favourite subject?
Spelling!

feelings for someone, it’s important
not to waste your time on someone
who doesn’t feel the same way. And
so, we’ve collected some of the best
ways to know when you’re in the
friend zone.
One, when they don’t give you
nicknames. Two when they call you

‘bro’ or ‘buddy’. Three if they don’t
respond to your texts, or don’t use
emojis when texting you. And, four
if they don’t sit close or listen to you

Its Over?

A toxic relationship is good for no
one, and in that case, it’s better
to say your through. But there’s a
certain art to doing it, because we
don’t want any chairs thrown.
Yeah, that’s right; these are the
worst breakups Manly has seen.
The first, a break up through text,
whilst she was in Thailand on a holiday. Second ther were tons of break
ups on their birthday and Valentines Day. Third, a break up the day
before year 12 formal. And finally a
break up that ended in tears being
shed and chairs flying.
Carnation Day is happening on the
15th of March at Manly Selective.
It’s a day to celebrate friendship and
love.On this day you don’t have to
wear your school uniform. Instead
you can wear anything red, pink or
white. You can buy a carnation gift
for your friends or girlfriend or boyfriend to show love or friendship.
This year you can buy a Carnation
(a beautiful flower) for $3,a teddy
bear for $3, a lolly bracelet for $1.50
or a ‘warm and fuzzy’ for 50c which
is a note that you can write in and
it will be handed to your friend on
Carnation Day. These are available
to purchase outside the canteen at
lunchtime.
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Comics & Crosswords

Answers next year!

